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GSM Listening Bugs

GSM bugs are also known as mobile phone bugs and infinity bugs. based around mobile technology, these devices
provide a discreet listening facility with an unlimited distance (network provider permitting).

Audio Surveillance Solutions
Up until a few years ago radio frequency transmitters were relied upon to provide an eavesdropping solution, albeit over
only relatively short distances, generally up to about 800 metres line of sight. These devices are still available, but have
been outlawed by OFCOM legislation and are therefore not legal to sell into the UK or operate in the UK without a radio
broadcast licence. GSM Bugs use the existing GSM network as a transmission tool When they fist became available,
the GSM bugs were literally modified mobile phones that auto-answered silently to open up the microphone and listen
into the surrounding environment. These devices are still available today and some dedicated (dead phone) units have
had enhanced microphone adjustments to make them more attuned to pick up sounds in a wider area, turning them into
dedicated listening devices. As the technology has moved on, these eavesdropping devices have become smaller and
more sophisticated. They are really only restricted in size at present by the battery size, however, some of the latest
units are built into mains powered devices such as multi-plug adapters and mains sockets, thereby making them
invisible to the naked eye and with no power consumption restrictions Spy Equipment UK is continually looking for new
and innovative products in this particular field because despite the advent of video recording devices, many customers
still want to hear from a distance with no real restrictions. Some of the latest devices have intelligent voice activation
features and future devices will easily be remotely controlled by SMS messaging. keep an eye on this section, because
with GSM network costs getting cheaper by the week, GSM bugs are going to be at the forefront of spy technology for
some time to come
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GSM 4/6 Gang Extension Plug Bug
This is a standard, fully functional, 4 or 6 Gang plug
extension lead that conceals a powerful GSM module
can provide near limitless live audio surveillance.
Totally discreet, simple to use, 'plug and play'
technology.

Product Code: GSM4

£185.00 (exc. VAT)

£222.00 (inc. VAT)

If you want to be able to listen in to what is happening inside a room
from some distance away and need something to blend into the
environment, then the GSM 4 or 6 Gang Extension Plug Bug may be
just the solution to suit your needs.

Auto-Answering GSM Bug - Fully Functional
Sockets
This product is essentially a smart GSM module and microphone all
wrapped up in the innocent guise of a fully functional, 4 or 6 gang plug
extension lead. The GSM 4/6 Gang PlugBug can be simply plugged into
any mains socket available to remain permanently powered, ready for
dial in anytime, anywhere. The SIM card concealed within the unit can
be called from any phone. The Plug Bug will not make any noise or give
any indication as to what is happening, but will auto-answer the call and
open up the very sensitive microphone that will allow you to hear what is
going on around it.

Blends Into The Environment
Sensitive Microphone

-

Super

The in-built microphone is sensitive enough to pick up normal speech
level noise within a radius of up to 8 metres (25 feet) of this GSM Bug.
This means that even if the Plug Bug was under a desk tucked away, it
would still easily pick up on sounds in the room where it is placed. The
device is powered from the mains supply, so as long as it is connected
to a 'live' mains outlet then the unit will, within a minute, be ready to
receive your call. All of the sockets on the Plug Bug extension work,
which means that numerous other mains powered devices can be
plugged in and thereby completely put this GSM extension Bug
â&#128;&#152;above suspicionâ&#128;&#153;.

Features
Totally standard style 4 or 6 gang
extension lead with in-built GSM
bug
Unlimited surveillance distance –
dial in and listen from anywhere in
the world.
Fully functional 4 or 6 gang plug
extension – Will power other
devices from all sockets
Quad Band GSM Modem –
Operates on 800MHz/900MHz/180
0MHz/1900MHz GSM Frequencies
Supplied with Virgin SIM card
already installed and ready to go
Standard version will accept any
network SIM – Voice Activated unit
will not take 3 network SIM’s
Audio capture distance for normal
level speech of up to 8 metres (25
feet) radius
Mains powered for long term
surveillance applications
Voice
activated
version
is
commanded by SMS messages

Optional Sound Activation Model
We have two types of device, one without and one with voice activation
facility (see

Please note that more information available online.
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GSM 6 Gang Plug Bug (European)
A standard, fully functional, European style, 6 Gang
plug extension concealing a powerful GSM listening
device module for near limitless audio surveillance.
Simple 'plug and play' operation that couldn't be easier.

Product Code: GSM5

£225.00 (exc. VAT)

£270.00 (inc. VAT)

If you want to be able to listen in to what is happening inside a room
from some distance away and need something to blend into the
environment, then the GSM European 6 Gang Extension Plug Bug may
be just the solution to suit your needs.

Auto-Answering GSM Bug - Fully Functional
Sockets
This product is essentially a smart GSM module and microphone all
wrapped up in the innocent guise of a fully functional, 6 gang European
extension lead. The GSM 6 Gang Plug Bug (European style) can be
simply plugged into any EU style mains socket available to remain
permanently powered, ready to accept an incoming spy call at anytime
from almost anywhere. The SIM card concealed within the unit can be
called from any phone. This GSM Bug will not make any noise or give
any indication as to what is happening, but will auto-answer the call and
open up the very sensitive microphone that will allow you to hear what is
going on around it.

Blends Into The Environment
Sensitive Microphone

-

Super

The in-built microphone is sensitive enough to pick up normal speech
level noise within a radius of up to 8 metres (25 feet) of this GSM Bug.
This means that even if the Euro GSM Bug was under a desk tucked
away, it would still easily pick up on sounds in the room where it is
placed. The unit is powered from the mains supply, so as long as it is
connected to a 'live' power outlet then the unit will, within a minute, be
active and ready to receive your call. All of the sockets on this Euro
GSM Bug extension work, which means that numerous other europeans
style mains powered devices can be plugged in and thereby completely
put this audio Bug â&#128;&#152;above suspicionâ&#128;&#153;.

Features
Totally standard style Euro 6 gang
extension lead with in-built GSM
bug
Unlimited surveillance distance –
dial in and listen from anywhere in
the world.
Fully functional 4 or 6 gang plug
extension – Will power other
devices from all sockets
Quad Band GSM Modem –
Operates on 800MHz/900MHz/180
0MHz/1900MHz GSM Frequencies
Supplied with Virgin SIM card, but
should be changed to international
SIM for country of deployment
This unit should accept any
standard size active SIM card from
any country
Audio capture distance for normal
level speech of up to 8 metres (25
feet) radius
Mains powered for long term
surveillance applications

Optional Sound Activation Model

Please note that more information available online.
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GSM 6 Gang Plug Bug (USA)
A standard, fully functional, US style, 6 way outlet
strip concealing a powerful GSM listening module for
near limitless audio surveillance. Simple 'plug and play'
technology that couldn't be easier to deploy and use.

Product Code: GSM6

£225.00 (exc. VAT)

£270.00 (inc. VAT)

If you want to be able to listen in to what is happening inside a room
from some distance away and need something to blend into the
environment, then the GSM 6 Gang Extension (USA) Plug Bug may just
be right for your situation.

Auto-Answering GSM Bug - Fully Functional
Sockets
This product is essentially a smart GSM module and microphone all
wrapped up in the innocent guise of a fully functional, 6 gang USA
extension lead. This extension can be simply plugged into any US style
mains socket available to remain permanently powered, ready to accept
an incoming spy call at anytime from almost anywhere. The SIM card
concealed within the unit can be called from any phone. This GSM Bug
will not make any noise or give any indication as to what is happening,
but will auto-answer the call and open up the very sensitive microphone
that will allow you to hear what is going on around it.

Blends Into The Environment
Sensitive Microphone

-

Super

The in-built microphone is sensitive enough to pick up normal speech
level noise within a radius of up to 8 metres (25 feet) of this GSM Bug.
This means that even if the USA GSM Bug was under a desk tucked
away, it would still easily pick up on sounds in the room where it is
placed. The unit is powered from the mains supply, so as long as it is
connected to a 'live' power outlet then the unit will, within a minute, be
active and ready to receive your call. All of the sockets on this US style
GSM Bug extension work, which means that numerous other US style
mains powered devices can be plugged in to complete the disguise.

Features
Totally standard style USA 6 gang
extension lead with in-built GSM
bug
Unlimited surveillance distance –
dial in and listen from anywhere in
the world.
Fully functional 4 or 6 gang plug
extension – Will power other
devices from all sockets
Quad Band GSM Modem –
Operates on 800MHz/900MHz/180
0MHz/1900MHz GSM Frequencies
Supplied with Virgin SIM card, but
should be changed to international
SIM for country of deployment
This unit should accept any
standard size active SIM card from
any country
Audio capture distance for normal
level speech of up to 8 metres (25
feet) radius
Mains powered for long term
surveillance applications

Optional Sound Activation Model
We have two types of device, one without and one with voice activation
facility (see package options drop-down men

Please note that more information available online.
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GSM Black Box Listening Bug
A superb extremely compact and versatile batterypowered GSM bug that is ideal for many applications.
Perfect as a quick deployment listening device in the
house, office, car, van or other vehicle. Simple to use,
with excellent performance.

Product Code: GSM1

£190.00 (exc. VAT)

£228.00 (inc. VAT)

The GSM Black Box is a standalone audio bug that can provide the
ability to listen â&#128;&#152;liveâ&#128;&#153; to what is happening
in the environment where it has been placed without the need to have a
permanent mains power supply.

Sensitive Microphone
answering

-

Discreet

Auto-

As with all GSM Bugs, the GSM Black Box requires a mobile phone SIM
card inserted within so that it can be called from anywhere in the world if
required. When the number of the inserted SIM is called the unit will,
without alerting attention in any way, auto-answer the call and open up
its in-built sensitive microphone that will enable the caller to listen into
the surroundings up to 8 metres away. This superb GSM bug unit
delivers simply fantastic audio quality. In such a compact enclosure.

Exceptional Battery Saving Technology
The limiting factor with most small stand-alone surveillance devices is
the battery life. The GSM Black Box has exceptionally compact
dimensions, but still manages to function for an impressive period of
time. The internal lithium ion rechargeable battery pack will give a
combination of up to 8 days standby time and up to 8 hours listening-in
time (optimum conditions).

Programmable to Suit Your Needs

Features
Superb compact battery powered
GSM listening device built into a
black box enclosure
Call this listening device from any
mobile phone or landline – unit will
auto-answer
outstandingly crisp audio quality –
microphone
has
adjustable
sensitivity that can even be
controlled remotely (by SMS
message)
Totally silent operation – auto
answers without any alerts (lights
or noise)
Internal switch – charge and save
battery charge before deployment
Simple to use ‘plug and go’
technology
–
No
specialist
technical knowledge required
Internal Lithium Ion rechargeable
battery (600mAh) – charger
supplied
Remotely
controllable
voice
activation facility with adjustable
microphone sensitivity – SMS
control...

This upgraded unit has quad-band capability which means that it can be
used in every country worldwide. On top of this, the latest version also
features a voice activation facility, with sensitivity setting (sends SMS
notification), adjustable microphone sensitivity to suit the environment
the unit is placed within. These can be programmed remotely or
adjusted using a coded text message. Full instructions are supplied to
enable easy use of these extra features.

Discreetl

Please note that more information available online.
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GSM Car Bug
Made by Spy Equipment UK - NEW UPDATED*
This is superb self-contained GSM Bug that has
specifically been designed for listening into a car or
van. The unit is designed to be hidden away behind the
dashboard and hard-wired into the vehicle electrics for
long term deployment.

Product Code: CBUG

£165.00 (exc. VAT)

£198.00 (inc. VAT)

This product has been specifically designed to be hidden and hardwired inside a vehicle (car/van). The purpose of the unit is to provide the
ability to listen to what is happening inside the vehicle from anywhere in
the world.

Excellent Audio - Backup Battery
Listening in can easily be achieved because the device uses mobile
phone technology inside to turn the system into a remote listening
device classified as a GSM bug. This superb GSM unit delivers superb
audio quality and is fitted with an external microphone (approximately
1.5 metres in length) and internal lithium ion rechargeable battery pack.
The extended microphone enables the device to be hidden away out of
sight behind the dashboard and the battery ensures that even if the car
battery is disconnected, the bug will still remain switched on ready for
use.

Designed for Totally Discreet Installation
The rechargeable internal battery pack is continually topped up by
trickle charge from the 12V Car/Van battery to which it has been
attached, so once installed the unit can be just left in place to be
available for listening in on demand. With the unit completely concealed
behind the dashboard the microphone can be being tucked into a semiexposed position, thereby not giving away that the device is present.
We recommend that a good place is to hide the microphone just behind
the roof lining material just short of the top corner of the windscreen on
the drivers side. This position is very near to the drivers mouth and
therefore ideally placed to pick up on what is being said in the vehicle.

Features
Call this listening device from any
phone
Microphone provides absolute top
quality audio quality
Totally discreet operation – no
giveaway signs
Designed for hard-wiring into
vehicle electrics (may require
specialist help)
Accepts any mini size SIM card –
works on any GSM network
Internal Lithium Ion rechargeable
battery for back up if battery is
disconnected
Unlimited listening in time when
taking power from vehicle power
supply
24 hours standby /1 hour listening
time when not hard-wired to
vehicle electrics
Main Unit Dimensions: 65 x 30 x
19 mm

Simple to Use - Discreet Operation
To use the bug function, it is a matter of simply calling the SIM card that
you have put in the device. The unit w

Please note that more information available online.
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GSM Double Plug Adapter
Our most popular mains-powered listening device. A
fully-functional mains double plug adapter with a
powerful GSM audio unit and built-in microphone Now has optional voice activation.

Product Code: GSM7

£185.00 (exc. VAT)

£222.00 (inc. VAT)

This is a fully working double plug adapter that conceals a GSM unit
capable of receiving covert calls to allow real time audio monitoring.
This harmless looking adapter is perfect for both home and office
application as it will blend in to it's surroundings seamlessly.

Mains Powered - Totally Discreet in Operation
The GSM Double Plug Adapter can be simply plugged into any
â&#128;&#152;liveâ&#128;&#153; style mains socket available to
remain permanently powered, waiting for you to call in at anytime, from
anywhere. The SIM card inserted inside the double adapter can be
called from any phone, so no other specialised equipment is needed to
make it work. This device will not make any sound or give any indication
as to what is happening, but will simply auto-answer the call and
activate the very sensitive microphone enabling you to hear what is
going on around it.

Excellent Crisp Microphone - Wide Listening
Radius
The superb microphone is powerful enough to pick up normal speech
level sounds within a radius of up to 8 metres (25 feet) of the device.
This means that even if the unit was plugged in under a desk or tucked
out of sight, it would still very easily be able to react to sound in the
room that it has been placed. With incredibly crisp, clear audio you won't
miss a word whether its checking that your staff are not messing about
or checking the mother-in-law isn't being too soft on the kids.

All Sockets are Fully Functional - Optional
Version Available

Features
Standard double plug adapter
cleverly fitted with smart GSM
module
Unlimited surveillance distance –
dial in and listen from anywhere in
the world.
Fully functional UK double mains
adapter – will power other devices
from all sockets
Mains power supply – input
200-240V AC
Quad-band
GSM
850Mhz,
900MHz, 1800Mhz or 1900MHz
Microphone – ported electretcondenser with FET amplifier
Audio processor – built in digital
sound processor
System control – RISC based
micro-controller
GSM antenna – internal
Supplied with a UK SIM card, but
should be changed to international
SIM for country of deployment
This unit should accept any
standard size active SIM card from
any country
Audio capture distance for normal
level speech of up to 8 metres (25
feet) radius

Both of the two sockets on the double adapter function as normal, which
means that two other mains powered devices can be powered,
essentially putting the GSM Double Plug Adapter completely
â&#128;&#152;above

Please note that more information available online.
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GSM Double Wall Socket
This is a fully-functional double plug wall socket with
built in GSM listening module. A more permanent
mains-powered listening device that can provide clear
GSM audio surveillance capability from anywhere in
the world!

Product Code: GSW4

£185.00 (exc. VAT)

£222.00 (inc. VAT)

This is a fully working UK style double wall socket that conceals a GSM
unit capable of receiving covert calls to allow real time audio monitoring.
This totally standard looking UK wall socket is perfect for both home and
office applications as it will blend in to it's surroundings almost
seamlessly.

Blends Into Environment - Quality Audio
The GSM Double Wall Socket can be installed in place of an existing
double wall socket outlet and therefore it will remain permanently
powered, waiting for you to call in at anytime, from anywhere. With
incredibly crisp, clear audio quality you won't miss a word whether its
checking on your partner whilst you are away or listening in to ensure
that your staff are working diligently. The SIM card inside the GSM
module that is fixed to the rear of the socket can be called from any
phone, so there is nothing to add to make it work.

Discreet Operation - Sensitive Microphone
This wall socket will not make any sound or give any indication as to
what is happening and the GSM module is set to auto-answer the call
and activate the microphone enabling you to hear what is going on
around it. The sensitive microphone is powerful enough to pick up
normal speech level sounds within a radius of up to 8 metres (25 feet) of
the device. This means that even if the wall socket was fixed in a
position that is tucked out of sight, it would still very easily be able to
react to sound in the room that it has been placed.

Fully Functional Socket Outlets

Features
Standard double wall socket
cleverly fitted with smart GSM
module
Unlimited surveillance distance –
dial in and listen from anywhere in
the world.
Fully functional UK double plug
wall socket – will power other
devices from all sockets
Mains power supply – input
200-240V AC
Quad-band
GSM
850Mhz,
900MHz, 1800Mhz or 1900MHz
Microphone – ported electretcondenser with FET amplifier
Audio processor – built in digital
sound processor
System control – RISC based
micro-controller
GSM antenna – internal
Supplied with O2 SIM card, but
should be changed to international
SIM for country of deployment
This unit should accept any
standard size active SIM card from
any country
Audio capture distance for normal
level speech of up to 8 metres (25
feet) radius

Both of the two outlets on the wall socket function as normal, which
means that two other mains powered devices can be powered,
essentially putting the GSM Double Wall Socket completely
â&#128;&#152;above suspi

Please note that more information available online.
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GSM Landline Master
An excellent multi-funtional GSM listening device that
is designed to allow you to remotely monitor all
incoming and outgoing landline calls as well as
providing a room audio surveillance remote listening
device.

Product Code: LLM4

£239.00 (exc. VAT)

£286.80 (inc. VAT)

The GSM Landline Master is a multi-functional call monitoring device
that simply connects to any standard BT style landline socket, meaning
you can listen-in â&#128;&#152;liveâ&#128;&#153; to all incoming and
outgoing calls from anywhere in the world. This GSM Listening Device
is an advanced piece of equipment that provides the user with crystal
clear results.

Connect this GSM Listening Device to 'Live'
Outlet
Part of our wider GSM listening bugs range, The GSM Landline Master
works in a discreet manner and as such simply works away in the
background without causing any interference to the functionality or call
quality of the landline to which it has been attached. The GSM Bug can
be plugged into any 'live' socket on the line being monitored, which
means that if there is a spare working telephone wall outlet hidden away
from view, then this would provide the ideal connection point for discreet
deployment of the product. Alternatively, the device can be connected to
the same outlet as the landline phone using a two-way line splitter.

Easy Setup - Call Surveillance in Real Time
This GSM Listening Device is very easy to set up and use and after set
up the whole unit can be remotely managed via SMS commands from
your predefined number. The GSM Landline Master operates on triband frequencies which means that it is possible to use it across the
majority of the globe. It can be set to call a predefined number of your
choice upon detection of a call on the line. When the device detects the
call, it will dial the preset number and it is the

Features
Connects to any landline socket
(NOT multi-line or PABX system)
Landline monitoring of home/office
calls through the GSM network
Immediate
notification
when
incoming/outgoing call is activated
on the landline
Choose to listen-in or reject the call
In-built vibration sensor alerts you
if the unit is tampered with
External IR sensor alerts you to
movement around the unit
In-built microphone for audio
monitoring of the surrounding
environment (approx. 5 meters)
All Features can be managed
remotely
Power Consumption: 36 hours
Standby : 2.5 hours talk time
(using internal battery)
Power Supply: 3.7v @ 580MAh –
AC Power Connector supplied
Tri
band
–
900MHz/1800MHz/1900MHz
Dimensions: 62mm x 40mm x
20mm

Please note that more information available online.
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GSM PIR Sensor Bug
This GSM PIR is a cleverly disguised hand-made
listening device (GSM bug) that has been
manufactured for totally discreet room monitoring. A
unique movement sensor makes this GSM Audio Bug
stand out from the crowd.

Product Code: GSM3

£199.00 (exc. VAT)

£238.80 (inc. VAT)

The best spy devices will blend into the background. As listening
devices go, the GSM PIR Sensor has to be one of the easiest to fit into
the surroundings of an office or home environment, by simply appearing
as a normal PIR Sensor. A clever GSM Bug that will not arouse
suspicion on any level.

GSM BugÂ Completely Concealed Within
There is no need for a tiny device that requires concealment because
even under close inspection the GSM Bug PIR gives nothing away. And
because any normal PIR Sensor is mounted at ceiling height, then there
should be no issues with sounds in the room not reaching the inbuilt
sensitive microphone. This PIR GSM unit contains a quad-band GSM
module and as such can be used in any country worldwide and on top
of this it has been unlocked to accept a SIM from any network, although
it has in the UK only been tested on EE, Vodafone and Virgin SIM
cards. The unit can be powered from the internal rechargeable LithiumIon battery, but if powered by the mains supply, the battery can offer
back up in the event of power supply failure, thereby allowing the GSM
listening bug to be used in permanent or long-term capacity.

Movement Sensor Triggers Call to Predefined
Number

Features
GSM Bug incorporated within a
standard sized PIR Room Sensor
Sensitive microphone with listening
radius of up to 8 metres
Quad-Band
and
therefore
deployable worldwide
Accepts most SIM cards (tested on
EE, Vodafone and Virgin networks)
Powered from Mains supply and/or
rechargeable internal battery
4 days standby – 3 hours listening
time on pure battery power
Unlimited listening-in time when
powered from Mains Power supply
Motion/heat
activation
sensor
(SMS controlled)
120 degree angle of activation –
Sensing distance of between 3 to 5
metres
Supplied with wall fixing, charging
supply lead, etc.

What makes this GSM listening device more special is the fact that the
PIR Sensor has been used to provide a movement/heat detection
facility for the listening device. When the GSM audio bug detects body
heat or movement within about 3 to 5 metres of the sensor, the unit will
automatically call the mobile number that it has been set to call
(requires credit on the SIM card). The c

Please note that more information available online.
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Infinity Spy Phone (Tri-band)
This Nokia phone looks like it is switched off, but it
has been modified and can be used as a listening
device. This spy phone model is based on a tri-band
phone, which means it has worldwide deployment
capabilities.

Product Code: INF2

£209.00 (exc. VAT)

£250.80 (inc. VAT)

Spy phones are adapted classic style Nokia phone handsets that have
been modified to turn them into room bugs. They were the first type of
GSM bug and still remain favourites for some of our customers because
they simply look like a phone where the battery has expired or an old
handset that does not function any more.

Spy Phone Adapted to Give Appearance of a
Dead Phone
All standard features on the phone have been switched off through the
software so that the screen does not come on and the buttons do not
light up or respond in any way. The call receive function, however, is still
maintained so that the spy phone is able to receive and auto-answer an
incoming call. When the call is answered, the microphone is switched
on and the caller is able to listen in to the surrounding environment. A
cleverly thought out listening device that masquerades as an old classic
phone!

Enhanced Microphone Sensitivity
Some spy phones use the standard microphone of the handset and as
such the listening radius of the microphone is normally limited. This is
because standard mobile phone microphones are designed to filter out
background noise and only be sensitive enough for someone to speak
directly into the phone. Because the Infinity Spy Phone is not used to
make 'normal' calls, we have enhanced microphone sensitivity and the
result is an audio pick up radius of at least 8 metres - making it a
sophisticated GSM bug.

Features
GSM type listening device made
from adapted mobile phone
No
standard
mobile
phone
capability – screen and buttons
have all been disabled
Auto-answering GSM engine –
enhanced microphone technology
Excellent listening radius of up to 8
metres for normal speech
Tri-band
network
coverage
900/1800/1900MHz – works in
most countries worldwide
5 hours of listening in time and/or 4
days standby time
In original boxed with charger and
Orange or Virgin SIM card
Works on other phone networks
although audio quality is less clear
Optional external microphone for
varied deployment possibilities
(see package options)

Innocuous Short Term Listening Device
The Infinity Spy Phone is the perfect room bug for an office t

Please note that more information available online.
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Infinity Spyphone
This Nokia phone looks like it is switched off, but it
has been modified and can be called without showing
any indication that it is active. This modification means
that the spy phone becomes a room or car bug.

Product Code: INF1

£201.00 (exc. VAT)

£241.20 (inc. VAT)

Spy phones are adapted classic style Nokia phone handsets that have
been modified to turn them into room bugs. They were the first type of
GSM bug and still remain favourites for some of our customers because
they simply look like a phone where the battery has expired or an old
handset that does not function any more

Adapted to Give Appearance of a Dead Phone
All standard features on the phone have been switched off through the
software so that the screen does not come on and the buttons do not
light up or respond in any way. The call receive function, however, is still
maintained so that the spy phone is able to receive and auto-answer an
incoming call. When the call is answered, the microphone is switched
on and the caller is able to listen in to the surrounding environment.

Enhanced Microphone Sensitivity
Some spy phones use the standard microphone of the handset and as
such the listening radius of the microphone is normally limited. This is
because standard mobile phone microphones are designed to filter out
background noise and only be sensitive enough for someone to speak
directly into the phone. Because the Infinity Spy Phone is not used to
make 'normal' calls, we have enhanced microphone sensitivity and the
result is a audio pick up radius of at least 8 metres.

Features
GSM type listening device made
from adapted mobile phone
No
standard
mobile
phone
capability – screen and buttons
have all been disabled
Auto-answering GSM engine –
enhanced microphone technology
Excellent listening radius of up to 8
metres for normal speech
Dual band network coverage
900/1800MHz – works in UK and
most of the EU countries
5 hours of listening in time and/or 4
days standby time
In original boxed with charger and
Orange or Virgin SIM card
Works on other phone networks
although audio quality is less clear
Optional external microphone for
varied deployment possibilities
(see package options)

Innocuous Short Term Listening Device
The Infinity Spy Phone is the perfect room bug for an office type
scenario where the phone could be left on a desk or maybe on top of a
cupboard. In the car it maybe that the spy phone could be left in a back
of seat pocket or under a seat. Whatever the requirement, a four day
standby time and/or a listening time of 5 hours mean that the Infinity
Spy Phone is an excellent tool for short term audio surveilla

Please note that more information available online.
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